CyanSYS Pte Ltd is a Singapore incorporated company founded in 1991. We are the software house for custom built software development.

CyanSYS became the first Southeast Asia partner of Microsoft Dynamics ERP-NAV (formerly NAVISION software ERP from Denmark acquired by Microsoft in 2012 for USD1.3 billion) in 1999. In the last few years, we have expanded in the various region including Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and Hong Kong. In 2011 we are awarded LS Retail Gold partner and we are currently a Diamond Partner in LS Retail in 2016. In 2018, we further expanded and establish an office in Australia.

We are currently continuing to expand more!

If you are keen to join a top Microsoft® Dynamics™ Reseller in the Region, please contact us to explore further.

Visit www.cyansys.com for more information

To apply, please submit your resume to:
Email: cyansys-hr@cyansys.com

Financial Consultant

Responsibilities:

We are looking for suitable candidates who are now working as accountants, book-keepers or external auditors in the SME sectors to fill multiple positions in our consulting services businesses.

We give advices and assist our SME customers in using their Financial accounting systems or Enterprise Resource Planning systems so those who aspire to excel as financial applications consultants should apply.

Requirements:

- Experienced with working on ERP or accounting packages such as ACCPAC, MYOB, Microsoft NAV, AX or SAP B1.
- Capable of managing the entire financial books and reporting is a must.
- Those who aspire to be retrained as financial systems consultants should apply
- Good interpersonal and communication skills

For more information about our company, please visit our website at www.cyansys.com

"Only short-listed candidates will be invited via e-mail/phone for Test and Interview "

CyanSYS Pte Ltd is a Singapore incorporated company founded in 1991. We are the software house for custom built software development.

CyanSYS became the first Southeast Asia partner of Microsoft Dynamics ERP-NAV (formerly NAVISION software ERP from Denmark acquired by Microsoft in 2012 for USD1.3 billion) in 1999. In the last few years, we have expanded in the various region including Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and Hong Kong. In 2011 we are awarded LS Retail Gold partner and we are currently a Diamond Partner in LS Retail in 2016. In 2018, we further expanded and establish an office in Australia.

We are currently continuing to expand more!

If you are keen to join a top Microsoft® Dynamics™ Reseller in the Region, please contact us to explore further.

Visit [www.cyansys.com](http://www.cyansys.com) for more information

To apply, please submit your resume to:

Email: cyansys-hr@cyansys.com

**Microsoft Dynamics NAV – Technical Consultant**

**Responsibilities:**

- Developing Software Customization and Reports based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV guideline
- Preparing Documentation on the Customization Design
- Testing on the development of new functionalities
- Software installation on Microsoft Dynamics NAV, SQL Server, and related components.
- Security Access Right Setup

**Requirements:**

- We are looking for Fresh Graduates or IT Professionals with 1-2 years’ experience in programming and have passion to improve their skills/knowledge.
- Bachelor Degree holder in IT related subject. Diploma holder will be considered.
- Knowledge and experience in SQL Server and Visual Studio .NET.
- Having skills in programming, debugging program, generate reports, prepare design documentation.
- Candidates must be willing to travel (other cities/ overseas) when required.
- Good Working Attitude (Not easily give up and result oriented), as well as Professionalism are mandatory.

For more information about our company, please visit our website at [www.cyansys.com](http://www.cyansys.com)

"Only short-listed candidates will be invited via e-mail/phone for Test and Interview "
CyanSYS Pte Ltd is a Singapore incorporated company founded in 1991. We are the software house for custom built software development.

CyanSYS became the first Southeast Asia partner of Microsoft Dynamics ERP-NAV (formerly NAVISION software ERP from Denmark acquired by Microsoft in 2012 for USD1.3 billion) in 1999. In the last few years, we have expanded in the various region including Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and Hong Kong. In 2011 we are awarded LS Retail Gold partner and we are currently a Diamond Partner in LS Retail in 2016. In 2018, we further expanded and establish an office in Australia.

We are currently continuing to expand more!

If you are keen to join a top Microsoft® Dynamics™ Reseller in the Region, please contact us to explore further.

Visit [www.cyansys.com](http://www.cyansys.com) for more information

To apply, please submit your resume to:
Email: cyansys-hr@cyansys.com

---

**Business Analyst Consultant**

**Responsibilities:**

We are looking for suitable candidates whose role is to design and implement information systems geared toward optimizing revenue for an organization. He/she combines a variety of strategies such as information engineering, modeling, and cost based accounting in creating systems that give satisfaction to both the organization and the customers.

The business analyst is responsible to execute both technical and analytical functions to ensure smooth flow of business in the organization. He/she will be involved from the conception of the business development strategy, and creates a detailed system design, making available good programming throughout the business development process.

The business analyst also partake in the maintenance of the ERP system, and assist customers and other experts on the team in resolving issues related to software application support.

Those who aspire to excel as business analyst consultants should apply.

**Requirements:**

- Fresh Graduates/IT Professionals in Information Technology or related discipline
- Create designs for technical solutions to resolve business problems and try-out components of new systems for efficiency.
- Reach out to customers and project leaders in the course of work in order to identify and evaluate user and business requirements.
- Create and facilitate efficient and cost effective solutions and analyse systems specification to meet business requirements.
• Supervise all integration processes with new customers and other third-party vendors.

• Ensure clean and accurate documentation that may include aspects such as business requirements, customer requirements, and technical specifications, and write findings in form of reports, which may be used in professional publications.

• Ensure that all documents are safely kept and accessible for future reference, and carryout routine testing of software patches; assist with new releases, and approve all User Acceptance Testing.

• Facilitate professional and constant communication with overall users on the status of production problems that might arise and inform them about ways of resolving issues.

• Supervise project development processes with customers and vendors for the successful execution of projects.

• Monitor queue to ensure that all necessary orders are checked and released on time.

• Carryout research on how IT systems are used and suggest ways for systems improvement and efficiency.

• Those who aspire to be retrained as business analyst consultants should apply.

• Good interpersonal and communication skills

For more information about our company, please visit our website at www.cyansys.com

"Only short-listed candidates will be invited via e-mail/phone for Test and Interview "
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CyanSYS became the first Southeast Asia partner of Microsoft Dynamics ERP-NAV (formerly NAVISION software ERP from Denmark acquired by Microsoft in 2012 for USD1.3 billion) in 1999. In the last few years, we have expanded in the various region including Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and Hong Kong. In 2011 we are awarded LS Retail Gold partner and we are currently a Diamond Partner in LS Retail in 2016. In 2018, we further expanded and establish an office in Australia.

We are currently continuing to expand more!

If you are keen to join a top Microsoft® Dynamics™ Reseller in the Region, please contact us to explore further.

Visit [www.cyansys.com](http://www.cyansys.com) for more information

To apply, please submit your resume to:

**Email:** cyansys-hr@cyansys.com
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**Mobile Technology Developers**

**Responsibilities:**

- Developing Software Customization and Reports based on Mobile technology
- Focusing on mobile solutions using Android & iOS as well as web application development using (PHP, MYSQL & AWS)
- Preparing Documentation on the Customization Design
- Testing on the development of new functionalities
- Other ad-hoc duties

**Requirements:**

- Fresh Graduates/IT Professionals in Information Technology or related discipline
- With 2-3 years experience in IOS, Android and Windows.
- Those with .NET and MS SQL experience preferred
- Good interpersonal and communication skills

For more information about our company, please visit our website at [www.cyansys.com](http://www.cyansys.com)

"Only short-listed candidates will be invited via e-mail/phone for Test and Interview "